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PUR Projet Brings NATURE Back To AGRICULTURE & Beyond

By developing global projects with agricultural communities, PUR Projet implements activities that RESTORE ecosystems, EMPOWER local communities & STRENGTHEN supply chains.
With Projects over 40 COUNTRIES

LEGEND

Regional Hubs

Projects & Activities*

*N Non-Exhaustive list due to confidentiality.
PUR PROJET GLOBAL EXPERTISE IN COCOA
PRESENCE IN KEY COCOA PRODUCING COUNTRIES

PUR PROJET REGIONAL HUB

COCOA PROJECTS

UNDER THE CFI FRAMEWORK

MEXICO

HONDURAS

PERU
San Martin Ecosphere

COTE D'IVOIRE

GHANA

INDONESIA

VIETNAM

PHILIPPINES

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
CARBON IN CONTEXT

BRANDS & SUPPLY CHAIN ACTORS
- Science-Based Targets
- Public Commitments (Net Zero, Neutrality etc.)
- Carbon Accounting Methodologies

SOURCE COUNTRY
- National Determined Contributions (NDCs)
- REDD+ & Resource Management Strategies & Policies
- Financial Commitments (BioCarbon Fund, FCPF)

COMMUNITIES
- Education, Participation & Consultation
- Empowerment & Long-Term Engagement
- Benefits Sharing & Environmental Justice

ECOSYSTEM
- Parcel Design, Yield and Carbon
- Existing Land-Use & Land-Use History
- Biodiversity, Nutrient Cycling, Watershed Benefits
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